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In 2018, we are watching a STropD passing the GRS, a phenomenon that has never before been
observed at such high resolution. This encounter was keenly awaited because of the remarkable
behaviour of the great STropD over a century ago. The great STropD appeared in 1901 [refs.1-3]. It
always moved faster (eastward) than the GRS, so it caught up and overtook the GRS six times from
1902 to 1913. (Usually the GRS itself was very faint so the observations mainly refer to the Red Spot
Hollow [RSH].) Whenever it caught up with the GRS, the preceding (east) end of the STropD (pSTropD) was reported to stream rapidly round the south side of the GRS and to re-form p. the GRS
within days or weeks [ref.1: Fig.1]. However in 2018, although dark material and intense turbulence
from the STropD has been streaming round the S side of the GRS for 3.5 months, it has still not reformed a p-STropD.
Therefore, I have reviewed the accounts of 1902-1913 in the original BAA Journals and Memoirs. To
summarise the conclusions: the observations (all visual) were often incomplete, and very few good
drawings were published. On the first passage of the p-STropD past the GRS, in 1902, it was reported to
have re-formed rapidly but this does not seem to be well established. The second passage (1904) was
not observable, but the next 4 passages (1906, 1908, 1910, 1913) all occurred in a more subtle and
prolonged manner. The p-STropD was not actually observed for some weeks after it arrived at the RSH,
then it only formed indistinctly, via vague ill-defined shadings. Although it did eventually reappear in its
classic curved dark form on each occasion, the idea that it had passed the GRS rapidly (taking only days
or weeks) was only inferred by extrapolating its subsequent motion back to the RSH.
In 1902, Jupiter was in the southern sky; the passage occurred in June and opposition was on Aug.5.
The p-STropD is said to have arrived at the RSH in May [ref.3] or June [BAA Memoir] but the planet
would have been low in the morning sky from the UK so it may not have been well observed; I have not
found any recorded observation of the event. Whereas British observations of the f. end in 1901 showed
a steady drift [ref.3], Molesworth’s observations of the p. end showed more variable drift. It was rapid
(eastward) from 1901 July to Nov. [ref.2], suggesting that it would reach the RSH as early as 1902 Feb.Mar; but in fact it had still not reached the GRS by 1902 April [Fig.2]. The p-STropD must have
accelerated again in order to reach the RSH in 1902 May or June, on unknown date. The main account
of its passage past the GRS was by Phillips [ref.4]. On June 19, Phillips found the dark STropD
stretching from the f. edge of the RSH for over 35º longitude, and thickening and darkening of the STB
south of the GRS; on June 21, Denning found it quite similar; but on June 26 Phillips saw “a very
conspicuous dark mass on the p. side of the RSH” spanning the STropZ. Peek [ref.1 & Fig.1] said the
passage was observed by Molesworth (in Ceylon, now Sri Lanka) but this appears to be wrong. I have
inspected Molesworth’s hand-drawn strip-maps in the BAA archives, and on April 8, the p-STropD was
still ~25º f. the RSH; then there are none between April 9 (no.24) and July 12 (no.25, when the pSTropD had already re-formed p. the RSH) [Fig.2]. He may have been prevented from observing due to
other commitments or the monsoon. There are no published drawings of the passage and I have not
found any unpublished ones. Therefore, the account of the rapid passage does not seem to be very
secure, and it may actually have taken a month or even more before the p-STropD re-formed.
In 1906 [BAA Memoir, text adapted in ref.1] the p-STropD arrived at the RSH on Feb.25. Some
darkening was seen in the STropZ during April but the p-STropD had not definitely completed its reformation two months after the passage started, when the apparition ended. Two fine original drawings
by Denning [Fig.3] showed the rest of the STropD still f. the GRS.
In 1908, the BAA Memoir gave only a brief mention and few illustrations of the passage, so its duration
is not clear, which is unfortunate as it occurred during a very favourable opposition.

In 1910, the BAA Memoir gave the most detailed account so far of such a passage, and included some
illustrations [Figs.4 & 5]. It started in early January; ill-defined shading was seen in the STropZ p. the
RSH in Feb. & March, but the p-STropD did not definitely re-form until late April, over 3 months since
it had arrived at the RSH.
In 1913 [BAA Memoir] the passage started during solar conjunction, and the p-STropD was seen reforming gradually at the start of the apparition [Fig.6].
In 2018, the p-STropD reached the RSH on Feb.4, and hi-res images from amateur observers and from
JunoCam [ref.5] showed that extensive, intense turbulence streamed round the S side of the GRS and
spread out in the latitudes of the STB and southern STropZ p. the GRS, with both cyclonic and
anticyclonic eddies. We could say that vague ill-defined disturbance was appearing p. the GRS since
Feb., though by late May it still has not re-formed the p-STropD. So, apart from the fact that this
disturbance is not obviously dark, it is not yet inconsistent with what used to happen a century ago.
I suggest that during the encounters of the Great STropD with the GRS, the same process happened, and
the p-STropD re-formed in a stochastic manner from the extensive turbulence that accumulated p. the
GRS, when eddies there sooner or later captured the SEBs retrograde jet to produce the recirculation that
constitutes the p-STropD.
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